


6. Conformance with the CE Mark6. Conformance with the CE Mark
Contact IAI for details.Contact IAI for details.

g Drivable Actuator Specificationsg Drivable Actuator Specifications

1. Driving High-Performance Single-Axis Robot IA Series1. Driving High-Performance Single-Axis Robot IA Series
The E-Con is able to drive the various actuators in the IA Seeries.The E-Con is able to drive the various actuators in the IA Seeries.

2. Positioning to Maximum 64 Points with Easy Operation2. Positioning to Maximum 64 Points with Easy Operation
Operation is easy. Simply store the target position data and specify the applicable position numbers from a PLC, etc.
There is no need to create a complicated program. Number of positioning points: 64
Positions can be entered in the following three ways:

Operation is easy. Simply store the target position data and specify the applicable position numbers from a PLC, etc.
There is no need to create a complicated program. Number of positioning points: 64
Positions can be entered in the following three ways:

3. Incremental / Absolute Specifications3. Incremental / Absolute Specifications

4. Wide-Ranging Functions4. Wide-Ranging Functions

5. Supporting Various Field Networks5. Supporting Various Field Networks

1) Enter coordinates (mm) directly.   

Stroke

100 mm ~
3000 mm

E-Con Function

Incremental
moves

E-Con Function E-Con Function E-Con Function E-Con Function E-Con Function

Control Output

20 W~
750 W

Maximum Speed

2000 mm/
sec

Maximum Payload Maximum Payload

150 kg
(horizontal)

60 kg
(vertical)

Economical / Easy to use

Note:
Device net: Trade mark of ODVA. 
CC-Link: Trade mark of Mitsubishi Electronics, Inc.

Note:
Device net: Trade mark of ODVA. 
CC-Link: Trade mark of Mitsubishi Electronics, Inc.

CC-LinkCC-Link

Device NetDevice NetUNI-WIRE*UNI-WIRE*

ProfiBus*ProfiBus*

E-Con

Zone
output

Acceleration
only MAX

Positioning
band

Variable
speed

E-Con Function

Serial
communication

2) Jog the actuator to a desired
   position, and then enter the position.

3) Turn off the servo and move
   the actuator by hand to a desired
   position, then enter the position.

The E-Con, with its wire-saving design, can connect to many different field networks for 
communication with equipment from various manufacturers without the need for 
cumbersome wiring. 
* Consult IAI beforehand if you are considering a UNI-WIRE or ProfiBus connection.

The E-Con, with its wire-saving design, can connect to many different field networks for 
communication with equipment from various manufacturers without the need for 
cumbersome wiring. 
* Consult IAI beforehand if you are considering a UNI-WIRE or ProfiBus connection.

The E-Con supports the absolute specification that will retain the current position even after the power is turned off. 
Your equipment can therefore be operated immediately after startup or upon reset following an emergency stop. 
You can also select the conventional incrementalspecification.

The E-Con supports the absolute specification that will retain the current position even after the power is turned off. 
Your equipment can therefore be operated immediately after startup or upon reset following an emergency stop. 
You can also select the conventional incrementalspecification.

Pause

The E-Con provides a range of functions beyond normal positioning.
The desired functions can be combined to accommodate various applications.
The E-Con provides a range of functions beyond normal positioning.
The desired functions can be combined to accommodate various applications.
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